GLOBAL LEADERS CHOICE
Globally known for innovation, durability & high quality finish, land rover selected Auzmet architectural for their unique showroom facade design.
- ACM Metal Panel
- Unitized Curtain Wall
- Insulated Wall Panel
- Architectural Facade
- Glass/Stainless/Aluminum Handrail

EXPERTS IN THE DESIGN, FABRICATION, ASSEMBLY AND INSTALLATION OF CUSTOM FACADE SYSTEMS FROM ACM METAL PANELS THROUGH TO COMPLETE UNITIZED CURTAIN WALL
Providing turnkey design-build services to the construction industry, we specialize in the supply of composite architectural products to the most innovative and challenging building projects worldwide. Working on a global scale across a variety of jobs large and small, our specialized team of experts have over 30 years combined work experience in the architectural facade industry.

With factories located in Australia and the USA, Auzmet Architectural have the resources and capabilities to manufacture hundreds of quality facade panels each day. Having implemented strict quality control systems for its design, manufacturing and installation processes, Auzmet provide a lifetime guarantee on all products and workmanship, delivering outstanding results each and every time!
Composite Metal panels

Auzmet Architectural has proven excellence in the design, manufacturing and installation of composite metal panel systems around the world.

With its high-end appeal, easy fabrication and installation capabilities, Auzmet Architectural composite paneling is one of the most versatile building products in the world.

Available in a number of high quality finishes and colors across its 3mm, 4mm and 6mm sheet range, Auzmet composite paneling offer unparalleled aesthetics to any project.

Architectural Facades

Utilizing the versatility and highly fabricatable attributes of the composite paneling, Auzmet’s team of professional engineers and designers have the ability to manufacture unique facade systems purpose fit or any project.

Specializing in rain screen systems including ACM, aluminum plate wall panels, parking garage and perforated screen walls, phenolic, wood and sun control systems, louvers and complete curtain wall facades, Auzmet can apply their knowledge to fulfill almost any design requirement.

Insulated Wall Panels

We have experience from basic vertical insulated metal wall panel installations to “complete envelope” horizontal systems including integrated louvers and glazing systems.

Handrails

Auzmet Architectural specialize in the installation of Glass, Aluminium and Stainless handrails. Our team of professionals will, field measure, procure material, and coordinate delivery with leading industry manufacturers to facilitate a smooth installation process.

Following completion of the Pinnacle ER building located in Hurst, Texas, Auzmet Architectural went on to complete over 25 projects within the first year of operation in the USA.

Kmart Chose Auzmet Architectural to construct the first stand alone location in Australia. Auzmet installed a Kingpan Kreate integrated facade and insulated wall system. This was also the first project the all in-one system was tested on with huge success.
Design and Pre-construction

During each project’s design/pre-construction phase our entire group at Auzmet Architectural will get involved, from our facade designers right through to the manufacturing and on-site management teams. The emphasis on this portion of our projects is monitored continuously so we can deliver the right design intent that is efficient and practical to fabricate and install leaving the client ecstatic with the finished product.

Complete Project Management

At Auzmet Architectural we know the project starts at conception. Our estimating team along with management carefully examine prospective projects to determine constructibility, design criteria and production prior to bid time and continue this process through to contract negotiation and completion.
Site Installation

Our site installation team will be brought into each project as early as possible, this is the key to delivering a quality product on time and on budget. Our team of tradesman carefully assess each project and constantly liaise with our design and production team in the factory to ensure no stone is left unturned. Communication is key on any job therefore we pride ourselves on keeping the client/builder continually updated on scheduling and coordinating delivery with other trades.

Manufacturing

Quality control is the driving force for delivering a flawless product. Our Team at Auzmet Architectural takes QC to the next level. We are continually improving our quality management plans, with continuous in-house inspections by our team of production managers, coupled with some of the finest fabricators around the world, you can be sure we will deliver impeccable creations every time.
LOCATIONS

Gold Coast Australia
12 Octal St, Yatala, QLD 4207
Phone: +61 7 3801 8911
Facsimile: +61 7 3801 8933
Email: info@auzmet.com

Melbourne Australia
Level 1/433 Williamstown Rd,
Port Melbourne VIC 3207
Phone: +61 425 807 000
Email: info@auzmet.com

Dallas, USA
Address: 1444 N Cockrell Hill Rd,
# 101 Dallas, TX UNITED STATES 75211
Phone: +1 214 416 8290
Email: info@auzmet.com

www.auzmet.com